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[00:38] Jonathan: Welcome to the Love & Respect podcast. I’m Jonathan Eggerichs, joined            

here by my father Emerson Eggerichs. This is Episode 122 and it’s titled, “Parenting –               

Chronic Anger or Chronis Appeasement.” 

[00:53] We’re so glad you could join us this week. If you didn’t have a chance to check out last                   

week’s episode, that was Episode 121 titled, “Eight Ways to Jump Off the Crazy Cycle.”               

Whether it’s today’s episode, last week’s or the rest of the 122 episodes, you can find                

those at LoveAndRespectPodcast.com, access those through various means, at         

LoveAndRespect.com, download our app, which is available for all mobile platforms,           

and it will be announced on social media, etc. 

[01:22] Additionally, you can subscribe in iTunes. We continue to be thankful for those of you               

that are reviews. It blesses us deeply. And those of you that actually send all those                

reviews are additional information to us in the form of a testimony or story. Just               

powerful, powerful stuff and we’re thankful for that. 

[01:39] I just wanted to highlight a couple of things again. As I mentioned last time, we got the                  

mugs in the store here for the Christmas 2016 season. Great gift ideas. We’d like to do                 

T-shirts, etc. We’ve never really done any of that in 15 years of having the doors                

open—even longer than that even, Dad, right? Is it more than 15 years? 

[01:58] Emerson: 1999. 

Jonathan: 17? Yeah, 17. So I misspoke there, but even longer. So we’ve never done               

kind of knickknacks like that, apparel, but lots of small groups, leaders, etc., request              

those. We’re going to try to be adding more of those to the cue. 

[02:13] I just wanted to highlight quickly the product the “Love & Respect Conference –              

Streaming Edition” available in any device anytime, anywhere. $87 for 6.5 hours of             

content. The full Friday night, Saturday morning conference. 

[02:30] You can have access to it instantly by going to our store at LoveAndREspect.com.              

Great things to do individually for spouses unwilling to watch with you, perfect thing              

to do together. But a good means of just kind of consuming the content in large                

chunks like you would at the conference from 1 hour to 1.5 hours. 

[02:51] Again, you can watch it anywhere, anytime and you have unlimited access to it. I just                

wanted to highlight that and now jump over to today’s topic on parenting. I’ll turn it                

over to you, Dad. 

[03:02] Emerson: Well, this topic is always relevant. I was just in Dallas speaking to a group                

there on this topic, actually. I see us as parents kind of making two mistakes on the                 
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extremes. One, some of us are chronically angry—and we’ll address that—and some            

of us are chronically appeasing. 

[03:26] Our kids were kind of on either end of the spectrum here. The challenge that I want to                  

extend to us today is to be in between. We got to remain straight on this, not be going                   

back and forth. 

[03:42] I’ve had teachers say to me there are some parents out there that they see go from                 

hostility to appeasement, hostility and appeasement. It’s back and forth, back and            

forth. And some stay on one side or the other. They’re always angry, or so it appears,                 

or they’re always trying to appease and give into the child. 

[03:58] I want us to think about this today because we’re going to challenge us with the fact                 

that we need to parent God’s way and we need to be a certain type of person                 

independent of our children. 

[04:08] That’s not easy because it’s so common for us to be affected by how our kids behave.                 

We want to address that today. 

[04:17] The challenge is that we know. Children need to honor parents and they need to be                

respectful in their attitude, they need to obey us. The Bible in fact instructs children to                

honor their father and mother. 

[04:30] Jonathan, would you read three of the verses that highlight that? Exodus, Matthew             

and Ephesians. 

[04:37] Jonathan: Would I be dishonoring you if I didn’t? 

Emerson: Absolutely. Unequivocally. There would be no debate. 

[04:43] Jonathan: All right! Exodus 20:12, “Honor your father and your mother, that your days              

may be prolonged in the land which the Lord, your God, gives you.” Matthew 15:4,               

“For God said, ‘Honor your father and mother.’” Finally, Ephesians 6:2, “Honor your             

father and mother, which is the first commandment,” this was you parenthetically,            

which wrote, “which is the first commandment with a promise.” 

[05:07] Emerson: Actually the Apostle Paul put that in parenthesis as well. Thanks for saying              

I’m inspirational here. 

Jonathan: He did it too? 

[05:17] Emerson: Yeah. Well, I mean, back at that Exodus, “So that your days may be               

prolonged.” That was the uniqueness of the 10 Commandments. This one was one of              

the 10 Commandments, but it had this accompanying promise that, “Your days may             

be prolonged.” That was the promise. 

[05:31] But also in the Matthew passage where Jesus is speaking, he says, “For God said,               

‘Honor your father and mother.’” But when you flip back it appears as though Moses               
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is writing that, but obviously Moses created this with the Lord. That the Lord revealed               

these things to him, and Jesus acknowledged that. That’s a sidebar comment. 

[05:50] That was one of the beauties as I studied the Scriptures through the years. You don’t                

pay close attention to some things, but I think some people struggle in their faith but                

certainly in this case you need to be reminded: Christ himself said, “God said this.” He                

believed in this teaching: honor your father and your mother—and it came from Abba              

Father. 

[06:08] He believed that, He expressed that. But to the point we’re making today, many              

parents don’t feel honored. We don’t feel respected when our children don’t obey us,              

they have that attitude toward us. It’s discouraging. 

[06:23] And that’s where we find ourselves either chronically angry at our children to get              

them to respect us. “I’ll teach them to respect me.” Or we’re appeasing them with the                

hole, “That they’ll like us and respect us.” That’s where I want to go. 

[06:38] We’ve got to avoid those two extremes. I talk about the chronic element because              

we’re going to get angry at our children or not. There are to be righteous indignation,                

“Be angry and yet do not sin.” Ephesians 4:26 

[06:47] And there are times that we give grace. We give in. Some of us are too legalistic where                  

there needs to be a graciousness and mercy extended. We need to bring pleasure. We               

need to just do things because we love our kids, and give gifts, surprises. So we’re not                 

talking about the fact that you never get angry or you never make appeasement, but               

that there is a chronic element here. 

[07:10] In one hand, the chronic anger is just going to exasperate and provoke the children               

accessibly, and the appeasement is going to spoil them. So that’s the framework. Does              

that make sense, Jonathan, in anything by way of question arising? 

[07:23] Jonathan: Sounds like parents with children in the home still, but if you are not, why                

would somebody be drawn into this? Kids who are 35 now and they’re 65. 

[07:34] Emerson: Well, you commented to me earlier, it was disrespectful. So we have to deal               

with it all the time. But in essence, parenting never stops. The relationship may differ,               

but I think that there are still parents that are angry. They got adult kids and there’s                 

this undercurrent of anger for whatever reason. 

[07:54] Or there is the appeasement. I know of a majorly successful individuals worth             

hundreds of millions of dollars who have made decisions not to give the inheritance to               

children and the grandchildren because in 70% of the cases they found out that it               

ruined the kids, it ruined the family unit. 

[08:14] There is a concern. So even as you get older, these things don’t stop. It doesn’t mean                 

we don’t extend kindness and finances and… I mean, there is a balance here again,               
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but we’ve got to be thoughtful even as we age as parents about what we’re still doing                 

to our adult children, and consequently to the grandchildren. So it never stops. 

[08:33] But yes, I think the more immediate felt need is for those who have children in the                 

home. But we’re going to talk about the fact that kids are graduating. There’s an               

editor from New York, one of the New York magazines that we’ll cite here in a                

moment where the children move back in and the challenge that they’re extending to              

their elite sequitur readers to think, “You got to do this differently, even as your               

children get to be 22, 23, 24 and 25. We continue to do the same things. We’ve got to                   

reconsider.” 

[09:04] Jonathan: It makes sense. Thank you. 

Emerson: So how do we deal with this issue? There is obviously right ways of dealing                

with it and wrong ways. I think of my own father. We’ve made reference to that, that                 

Dad was a good man, good-willed, but he had rage. 

[09:19] He would explode at different times with rage and just anger and throw             

things—furniture. Not at me or not at Mom, but there was definitely just this              

explosiveness and I closed off to him. I didn’t hate him. My mom was very empathetic.                

She said, “Your dad doesn’t know how to be a daddy. His daddy died in 1918 in the flu                   

epidemic when he was three months old.” 

[09:44] In fact, I was just reading the other day, Jonathan, they think between 50 and 100                

million people died in 1918. It was called the Spanish flu. But it’s been one of the                 

most, probably the most historically damaging disease known to humanity, and yet it’s             

been overlooked because World War I kind of overshadowed it. 

[10:04] My grandfather died in that. But anyway, my mom would often say, “He doesn’t know               

how to be a daddy because he lost his daddy in that flu epidemic.” But that rage still                  

closed me off, and it didn’t work. I think this is one of the reasons this is so deep in my                     

heart to parents particularly who get angry chronically and lose it with their children              

and believe the children are causing it. 

[10:27] I think my dad would’ve said, “I was irritating him. I caused him to explode. Mom                

caused him to explode.” But as we’ve done that one topic, “My response is my               

responsibility.” I didn’t caused Dad to be the way Dad was. I revealed the way he was.                 

Just as you did, Jonathan, you didn’t caused me to be the way I am, you revealed the                  

way I am. 

[10:44] Jonathan: Aboslutely.  

Emerson: And you knew that. So the challenge for us then on this side of things is to                  

consider these two elements—and I bring this because it’s something that’s always            

tender in my heart due to the fact that I am wounded at many levels because of that,                  

not as severe as some but it left its scars on me. 
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[11:08] God has used that. We’ve talked about the wounded healer, but this is something that               

burdens me. So if you’re a parent right now, you’re capable enough to be challenged,               

to be inspired today. And my role and Jonathan’s role is to say, “Let’s get balanced                

here. Stay in the course. We’re going to talk about the importance of being calm,               

consistent, courageous. Stay in the course. Your response is your responsibility.”           

Guarding against these damaging elements. 

[11:36] Because they will not produce honor. They will not cause the child to respect us. They                

may get the child to conform in obedience short term, but long term will lose their                

heart. I will address that today. 

[11:48] But let’s look at the method that some use, chronic anger. I want us to think about                 

this. Jonathan, would you read some of my comments? I give some examples as well.               

I’ll let you do that and I’ll jump in accordingly. 

[12:04] Jonathan: So the chronic anger would be the parent angrily rules over the child using               

anger to instill fear and motivation. For example, “I’ll teach that kid to respect and               

obey me.”  

[12:14] The first example would be, “Before I left work one day, I checked my sixth grade                

son’s grades. I noticed he had a 65% in math, a subject he enjoys, as a result of two                   

0’s. I was livid and knew exactly what barrage of anger I would unleash on him when I                  

got home.” 

[12:32] Emerson: There it is. She was very clear, “I was livid and knew exactly what barrage of                 

anger I would unleash on him when I got home.” We’re going to come back to her                 

later here. She realized that’s not the way it needs to be done, but that was her                 

pattern. 

[12:52] I ask those of you who are listening, is this the conscious willful way—particularly in               

this case she was a single mother—toward her boy? Is this the way you feel this is the                  

only thing you can do? This unleashing of this anger on your boy—in this case it could                 

be your daughter, it could be a father toward his daughter—that’s the only thing you               

can do to get them to do what you want them to do. 

[13:18] If so, may I suggest to you that this is off the chart wrong. It’s not going to work. Grace                    

needs to be given to all of us when we blow it here and there. We’re not going to be                    

perfect people. I’m talking about chronic.  

[13:29] And it almost appears as though this was her methodology. And I’m saying you’re              

going to lose your child’s heart. You will lose them. They’re little people, and might               

doesn’t make right and this isn’t going to work. 

[13:41] I know a good friend of mine who said years ago when the children were younger he                 

would consistently explode in anger toward the kids. He realized this was losing their              

hearts. He made a decision that he had to stop. This man knew better. 
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[14:00] This was an individual of great maturity, and yet in the home—it’s interesting how we               

let down our guard. We can be very controlled, very reputable, very professional, but              

in the home there’s something that just happens to us. And he recognized in himself               

he had to put a stop to this or he would turn his kids’ hearts against him. 

[14:20] That’s what happened with my dad. I mean, again, as I said, I never hated him. I was                  

just so hurt by him that I refused to let him to continue to hurt, so I just became                   

indifferent as best I knew how. You can't be totally indifferent to your dad. I just no                 

longer let myself be affected by him as best as I could. 

[14:42] Jonathan, read about the idea here—and I think this is a powerful example, the ice               

cream story. If we’re doing what this dad does on an ongoing basis, we’re going to                

lose the heart of our child. This is such a touching story. Would you read that? 

[14:59] Jonathan: “When my son was about 4 he wanted to help me dish the ice cream for                 

dessert. I wasn’t enthusiastic because the ice cream was hard. But I stood him on a                

stool in the kitchen counter, opened the carton and handed him the scoop.” 

[15:11] “He pushed but couldn’t get it very deep. When trying to move the scoop down and                

across, a partial scoop of ice cream went flying across the room and landed on the                

floor. I patiently took the scoop from his hand, made some, ‘I knew this would               

happen,’ comment and proceeded to do it myself.” 

[15:25] “Without a word, he got down the stool and walked into the living room acting as if he                  

didn’t care.” 

[15:32] Emerson: We’re going to circle back around to the sequel of that story. But if this kind                 

of thing is happening on an ongoing basis—hey, I’ll give a lot of grace to this dad, one                  

time, one… But, I mean, if week after week after week the dad is doing this… And this                  

is a little person. That little person is four, but he’s a little people. 

[15:51] He got down off that stool because we’re going to find out later, you’re going to see                 

how much he was tracking with this and how much this hurt him. Deeply wounded               

him. Because he didn’t mean to do this, but the father was so disgusted with him. So                 

he gets down off and starts acting like he doesn’t care. 

[16:11] I think that captures what was my attitude. “I’m not going to let it affect me. I’m just                  

not going to let it affect me.” But we are affected. We are very much affected. 

[16:23] But here’s the deal: if we get very angry on a regular basis thinking that, “This will                 

teach our children to respect us and obey us,” I mean, we all know that’s not true.                 

What person listening would actually think that that’s true? 

[16:36] And yet we actually act this way because somehow we’ve concluded that it will in fact                

produce a heartfelt respect toward us. But it won’t. Any comment about anger,             

Jonathan, on an ongoing basis and this chronic anger? 
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[16:51] Jonathan: I mean, it may produce performance on some level, but as you say, it won’t                

tap into their heart and maybe a fear-based response that’s there to limit the outburst               

so people step in line. But I think what you’re saying is it can do a lifetime of damage,                   

let alone as they get older into their teens and beyond you’ll probably lose the               

relationship with them. 

[17:14] Emerson: Very much so. This is where we’ve got to come to grips with the fact that                 

they’re not causing this anger, they’re revealing this, this chronic stuff. And, yes, as              

you point out, you’ll get them to perform because we’re scaring them. it’s not only               

anger now, but it’s fear because they’re not quite sure what’s going to happen after               

the anger. 

[17:33] And so they comply, they do what we tell them to do, but can we see the spirit of our                    

child? I mean, can't we see how this is crushing them? And we got to have more                 

compassion on our children than that. 

[17:47] But the other side of this is chronic appeasement. Would you articulate some of this? 

[17:54] Jonathan: The parent tries to be really nice and give the child what the child wants. “I                 

will keep giving into my child with the hope the child will appreciate me and then                

show me respect and obey me.” 

[18:03] Emerson: Read about this 9-year-old girl. 

Jonathan: A 9-year-old girl sits down to dinner with the family and sees she doesn’t               

have a fork. She yells, “How am I supposed to eat without a fork?” Mom jumps up and                  

gets her a fork. 

[18:15] Emerson: There it is. Now, that doesn’t mean that moms shouldn’t at times do that. A                

guest may be coming, they’re in the other—who knows what’s going on. But, I mean,               

if this is going on day after day, why is mom doing that? 

[18:27] Why is mom doing that? I mean, this is a 9-year-old girl fully capable of getting the                 

fork herself. So why? What’s going on? What is it in the heart of a mother, or even a                   

father, that responds to the child, “How am I supposed to eat without a fork?” and                

they jump up and get the fork. 

[18:48] What’s happening here? What is going on? This is something that we need to step               

back on. Some of us get into a habit and we’re doing this because we think somehow                 

we’re going to make our child happy or they’re going to respect us…  

[19:04] I’m going to take the position if this is going on in an ongoing basis, this is kind of a                    

symbolism, you eventually are going to have a child that is not going to respect you.                

They’re just going to abuse you. At some level they’ll take advantage of you and they’ll                

mock you behind your back. 

[19:20] Jonathan, read about the 18-year-old. Interesting. 
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Jonathan: An 18-year-old receives a car for high school graduation but later it comes              

out he’s taking drugs. The father takes the car away from him, but before the son                

heads to college the dad tells and he’ll let him have the car if he is good. 

[19:34] Of course, the son promises to be good. He knows his parents want him to like them                 

and he knows there are friends they seek to impress about how wonderful their family               

is.  

[19:43] One person wrote to the magazine, The New Yorker magazine an article called              

“Spoiled Rotten.” “Our offspring have simply leveraged our braggadocio, good          

intentions, and overinvestment.” 

[19:57] Emerson: They’ve leveraged it. In other words, they’re using us. And this 18-year-old             

he had a sister and his sister did not liked him, did not liked his brother. There was an                   

individual who intervened in this family who was very street-smart and I said, “Would              

if be true to say that that sister didn’t like her brother because the brother said, ‘Mom                 

and Dad are fools! I can take advantage of them anytime I want. They’ll just give in                 

every time?’” 

[20:20] And this street-wise guy said, “That’s exactly what she said!” And this is interesting:              

sometimes the siblings see right through the other. They see exactly what that sibling              

is doing, but Mom and Dad are giving in because of any number of reasons—they               

want to brag about the family, he’s going off to college, or they got him the new car… 

[20:36] But this is where the leverage the braggadocio—good intentions or overinvestment.           

Boy, I thought that was very profound. And you need to ask yourself as a parent, “Am I                  

giving in because I’ve got this mental committee out there that I’m trying to impress?               

And my child sees right through it, so now they’re going to manipulate me because               

we’re trying to get them to be good so that the appearances can be kept up when                 

they know we really don’t care about their true good.” 

[21:06] This is more about our identity, more about our reputation than it is about our child. If                 

we can just get them through this without them going off the deep end in the drugs or                  

whatever, then somehow we’re going to feel good about ourselves. 

[21:19] And eventually when we’re older, you know, the children are probably going to say,              

“You really didn’t care about me. This was more about you and your reputation. And               

you only wanted me to ‘perform’ so that you could somehow have your self-esteem in               

place.” 

[21:33] And that’s kind of a pathetic assessment, but it’s true. In fact, quote what TIME               

magazine and CNN found. 

[21:41] Jonathan: They found that 2/3 of American parents believed their children are            

spoiled. 
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Emerson: You’ve got to think about this! I mean, we kind of know this. 2/3 of the                 

parents said they think their children are spoiled! 

[21:57] Now, here’s the deal: how can we actually say, “We care about our children,” when               

we are just giving into them on an ongoing basis? There was a study done from                

another culture and there were some Americans in that culture that were noticing the              

children in that culture were much better behaved than their American kids. 

[22:17] One of the reasons is that this culture did not try to prevent the children from being                 

frustrated. They let the children cry a little bit longer, not giving into them. They put                

the children in the position to hear the word, “No,” and stayed there and made sure                

that those children dealt with the word “no.” 

[22:33] We know part of maturation is the delay of gratification. And teaching children to              

delay that gratification not giving into that. This means I can't parent in my spare time,                

and this is challenge where there has to be a priority on this. 

[22:49] I’ve said and we’ve said it before in I think another one, I tell parents to go to the                   

grocery store with the little kids just for the purpose of coaching the kids, not               

necessarily to get groceries. 

[22:58] See, kids know that when we get into a panic mode they can get the candy, they can                  

get the toy in order for us to keep them to keep them from throwing a temper                 

tantrum. And my belief is that children have to be a priority in times you need to just                  

go to the grocery store in order to teach them how to conduct themselves in that                

situation. 

[23:13] So you’re there now to see what they’re going to do when they’re not going to get                 

what they want. And you got to teach them, otherwise they’re going to manipulate              

you. These are little human beings who are very smart and they will manipulate us. 

[23:27] And they we appease them with the thought that they’re going to like us and respect                

us. No. They actually lose respect for us and continue to take advantage of us. And in                 

some ways, they don’t like who they are. 

[23:37] I can remember not liking myself. And if you keep giving into a child who’s not liking                 

himself, you’re just making him unhappy. Sometimes those boundaries… I mean, we            

notice on you, Jonathan, when we disciplined you and sent you to your room, you               

were actually happy afterwards. Do you have a comment about that? 

[23:54] Jonathan: No... 

Emerson: Maybe you don’t remember. 

[23:57] Jonathan: I blocked it all. No, I mean, I can remember just as you described it now as                  

well, not liking myself when I was being in a certain way and feeling like some sort of                  
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discipline needed to be enacted because I didn’t feel in control of myself. So I needed                

somebody to take control on that moment. 

[24:16] Emerson: Well said, because I believe we want children eventually to be            

self-disciplined. That’s the goal. But they’re not self-disciplined now. So parental           

discipline is for the purpose of helping the child become self-disciplined so that they              

can be happy. Because when they are not self-disciplined they are out of control. 

[24:33] I can remember as a little boy being out of control. I didn’t like myself. There were a                  

couple of times my dad I think did a good job with disciplining me. And I remember                 

when he did I felt appeased afterwards. I felt peaceful afterwards. 

[24:45] I definitely recognize that in you, Jonathan, that there was appease that came over              

you. I think parents listening need to realize when you appease them you keep giving               

into them, you’re not really going to make them necessarily happier. 

[24:57] That doesn’t mean that they appear happy when we’re disciplining them, but we need              

to just be reminded we’re the adults, we’re the mature ones and this is in fact going to                  

help them have a greater sense of peace within, not by continue to give into them. 

[25:11] I want you to continue to read about The New Yorker that cited one study. That                

magazine. I should say the New Yorker Magazine. 

[25:22] Jonathan: Yeah, you might want to read it. I don’t know if I’m… I don’t know what                 

you’re referencing. 

Emerson: It’s just after the Americans who believed their kids are spoiled. 

[25:28] Jonathan: Okay. The New Yorker said, “In one that recruited 32,000 middle-class            

families for a study of life in 21st century Los Angeles. The families were filmed as they                 

ate, fought, made up and made the dishes. In the LA families observed, no child               

routinely performed household chores without being instructed to.” 

[25:46] “Often the kids had been begged to attempt the simplest tasks. Often they still              

refused. In one fairly typical encounter the father asked its 8-year-old five times to              

please go take a bath or a shower. After the 5th plea went unheated, the father picked                 

the boy up and carried him into the bathroom. A few minutes later the kid, still                

unwashed, wandered into another room to play a videogame.” 

[26:07] Emerson: Now, this is the New Yorker Magazine. Here we are talking about LA. We               

need to realize this is not marginal stuff. This is kind of core America. It comes right                 

down to who’s in charge? That is not a favorable question. 

[26:25] When you just technically look at it is like, “Nobody should be in charge.” No, no. The                  

deal is somebody is going to be in charge. Somebody is going to call the shots. We can                  

argue all day long we’re egalitarian, chill kids and everybody is legal authority,             

although we know the parents should be in the position of authority. 
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[26:41] But here’s the deal: I think we get frightened that parents are going to become               

authoritarian. Well, many parents are in this camp. They are not authoritarian. They’re             

not Gestapo. They’re actually very compliant parents, they are parents who are            

seeking to appease. 

[26:56] When you do that, guess who takes control? It is the child! There’s a vacuum left and                 

now this child is in charge. And at a certain point this dad is going to explode, is going                   

to move into the chronic anger probably. 

[27:10] And sometimes we need, again, be reminded. [27:13] talked years ago about the             

toddler who demanded to get on his little tricycle and ride it down in the middle of a                  

busy street. And he was in charge and parents gave in because they didn’t wanted to                

fight with him. 

[27:23] Well, the point was you’re putting your child in harm’s way. And not only physically, in                

this case it’s so obvious, but some of us are putting our children in a position if this                  

child, if you let that child to continue to be that way, they’re going to be socially                 

incapable. 

[27:40] At a certain point people are just going to get sick and tired on that kind of selfishness.                  

And then we wonder why this young man is not effective or fruitful or successful in his                 

job. He’s never learned how to discipline himself because the dad did not follow              

through immediately. 

[28:00] This is the concern. I think parents just simply lose it after all of this and then it’s back                   

and forth, back and forth. So, Jonathan, do you have any insight on what that dad                

should do? What do you do with the little big man? What’s the insight you have to                 

offer parents who are just going nuts in this situation? 

[28:20] Jonathan: Well, I think like many parents who have young children I am resonating              

with that story. It’s tough! What are the age appropriate consequences or discipline?             

And as you often talk about it, what’s 6-year old and 2-year old in maturity. What’s                

6-year old and 2-year old distractability? What’s 6-year old and 2-year old lack of ill               

will? What’s not obeying and willful defiance? 

[28:53] I’ve asked you too many times. It is a fine line that I feel even the pressure. So even at                    

this age and stage with my children I turn to somebody like you in part and say, “Boy,                  

help me enact some of this,” like maybe some of the listeners are. 

[29:06] Emerson: Well, I think to this point. Here you have a father who said five times; 5th                 

plea went unheated. As a parent we have to ask ourselves—and I will tell you and I say                  

this a lot of times. We think in the sixth time when we scream that the child is not                   

going to do it, so then we think screaming and this anger is the only thing that is going                   

to get the child to obey us. 

[29:27] But no, it’s because the child does not really know what comes after the screaming or                

anger. So they align themselves because they don’t quite know if there’s going to be               
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action enacted here that we’re going to get physical with them, some pain physically.              

They’re not quite sure. So the screaming is the statement. The next thing here is your                

life in danger. 

[29:49] And parents think, “If I scream loud, this is going to end up being…” whatever. I think,                 

well, what we have to say as parents—how many times am I going to say this? In my                  

opinion, we’re usually distracted as the parent. We’re doing something. We give the             

warning and now we go back to reading, whatever we’re doing, watching the news,              

and we give another warning. 

[30:09] Now, if that’s the pattern we want to go through, but I’d say you can't parent in your                  

spare time. What we have to do is turn off the TV, say, “I’m going to give you one                   

warning here. You can play five more minutes and then we’re going to go take a bath.                 

And I’m going to say, ‘Get up and go in and start,’ whatever.” 

[30:29] Then the five minutes comes. We make the statement. The child ignores us. “Oh, I’m               

not going to be ignored here.” So we go over, we take the child by the hand. We lead                   

him, whatever, age appropriate and we’re going to force this. This is going to happen. 

[30:44] We’re going to stay engaged. We don’t spare in our parent time. The news is               

secondary. My child is primary, and we stay on it. And I think the problem is we as                  

parents give in because we ourselves are doing something. That would be one             

challenge I’d extend. Parenting has to be a priority. 

[31:02] Jonathan: That’s not what I wanted to hear! 

Emerson: I know. Well, it’s not what I wanted to hear either when I was parenting                

Jonathan and David who were fighting. 

[31:09] Jonathan: Why didn’t you appease me? 

Emerson: Exactly! That’s exactly right. And again, we got to give each other grace              

here. There’s going to be times we’re going to be honestly distracted. I’m not talking               

here every moment, but if this is a pattern—we’re talking about the chronic kind of               

thing. This child is taking advantage of dad. He’s not listening to dad. 

[31:29] He’s not regarding dad. This is not healthy for the child. It’s not a matter of being                 

mean as a parent, it’s a matter of stepping back and saying, “Am I doing really what’s                 

best for my child by allowing this child to go through this pattern?” 

[31:44] Because they don’t believe us. Here’s the deal: they don’t believe the first one, they               

don’t believe the second one, they don’t believe the fourth… There is a little boy at a                 

grocery store back in the toy section. Nobody was really in the store other than an                

older man that was back there in that same section when the mother in the front was                 

calling for Johnny. 
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[32:00] And called for Johnny again. And called for Johnny again. This man said, “Are you               

Johnny?” He said, “Yes.” “Well, is your mother calling you?” “Yes.” “Well, why aren’t              

you going?” “She’s not screaming yet.” 

[32:13] And that’s the point. Kids are not stupid. They simply are not stupid. They’re an               

intelligent person and they know the system. You don’t mean it the first time. You               

don’t mean it the second time. You don’t mean it the third time. You don’t mean it the                  

fourth time. 

[32:32] “And you’ll only mean it the fifth time because you finally turned the TV off and come                 

after me. Now I’m going to get up and go in. But you know what? Now you got me in                    

there, I still know that I’ve still got a lot of grace. I can go out and play with my                    

videogame again because we’re going to go through this again a couple of more              

times.” 

[32:45] I got tired of being manipulated. I just don’t like being manipulated. So I think the                

challenge of the parent is, “Wait a minute. Who is in charge here?” Don’t be mean                

about this, just be active, just be active. Stay engaged. 

[32:59] Jonathan: Dad, just a quick pause here. And you know more in your mind kind of                

where you want to go with this. We’re at 32-33 minutes here. How much more do you                 

think we have? Do you want to finish in one episode or make it two? 

Emerson: No, two. 

[33:19]  Jonathan: It seems like there may be a cutoff point here as we… 

Emerson: Well, yeah, right now, because I’m going to try to move into the remedy.               

We can look at that next time. 

[33:28] Jonathan: Yeah. So why not maybe give a summary and then give a tease for next                

time? 

Emerson: Well, the question now is, “Okay, Emerson. I’m locking. I know I shouldn’t              

be chronically angry. I know I shouldn’t be chronically appeasing. What’s the answer?”             

Well, we’re going to look at that next time. 

[33:42] Jonathan: Okay. Sometimes we make these decisions on the fly, sometimes it’s            

planned. You’ve probably heard enough of those scenarios as we’ve gone through            

these 122 episodes, but we’ll be probably pushing an hour for this one if we continue                

today, so we’ll break it up into two. 

[33:58] But I’m excited to hear, as you just said, part two of this parenting little series here on                  

chronic anger and chronic appeasement. As always, we hope you’ve benefited from            

this content. We’re so, so thankful to those of you that share and tell others, whether                

that’s on social media, sending them an email a link from an episode, or just word of                 

mouth through your church and community. 
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[34:18] We’re deeply grateful for that. Again, a reminder of just the products over the Love &                

Respect store. We continue to work hard at those. We’ll continue to put out this free                

content like the podcast and blogs. We hope you have a wonderful rest of your week. 
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